
Churches on Roman Buildings: Christian
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Anglo-Saxon England

By TYLER BELL

HUNDREDS ofchurches in Britain and Gaul are directfy associated with Roman structures,
mostftequtnt(y viUas but also martyria,jorts and signal stations. TIlt superimposition ofchurchts
on Roman structures remains a problematic aspect qfpost-Roman archaeoLogy in Britain, and an
explanation for their coincidence is certainty required in the light of the apparent discontinuity
between the Roman and eor!y-medieva[ landscapes. A number ofpossible explanations exist which
rangefrom the purelyJunctional re-use ofaUling masonry to mOTt abstract Christian associations
with Roman ruins. This paper examines some possible circumstances in whi£h Roman secular
StruetUTes might have bleame thefociflr Anglo-Saxon churches in the ear!J-medi.eval period. In
doing so it cautions against inttrprttations has~d on propri~tary mod~Ls, and suggests that othtr
factors, not imm~diJlt~1y aJidtnt in th~ archllLologi£al ruord, may have played a significant role.

Over 160 churches in Britain are known to be associated with Roman structures,
the majority ofwhich served a secular function in the Roman period and appear to
have been abandoned and in ruins before being used for a subsequent Christian
purpose. I The particular association bet',yeen the Roman and medieval phases of
these sites is frequently tenuous archaeologicaUy: in Britain the existence of Roman
origins is revealed only by small·scaJe, sub-surface exploration ~ grave-digging,
drainage or heating installation, and less frequcntly keyhole cxcavation. In
contrast, Continental excavations, and church archaeology in general, are
traditionally undertaken on a much larger scale. As a consequence of Britain's
small-scale and often chance discoveries, the corpus of known churches on Roman
buildings may only be a fraction of the total number. The lack of full-scale
excavation at the time of these discoveries, and the want of policies that otherwise
might allow a retrospective investigation today, obfuscate our understanding of
these sites, both in their individual development and the palterns which together
they might reveal. As a result, any discussion of churches on Roman buildings will
ofcourse be subject to the limitations of the evidence; however, it is still possible to
make observations which can stimulate speculation. In doing so, this investigation

'T. BeU, 7k A#Sa.- flr._ -' Rmln'J1ttUllNM Df &mmt ShwhmJ (Unpublished MPbil TI\esi$ in European
Archaeology, Oxford Uni'"enity, '995).
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altempts to address some alternative explanations for the presence of Christian
churches on long-abandoned, derelict Roman structures.

These churches are usually found on three distinct classes of Roman site:
villas, military instaUations, and funerary monuments, although ofcourse the exact
nature ofl.he structure is oftcn not known for certain. They commonly, although
not exclusively, exist outside the dense building occupation of a Roman town, a
structural co-incidence which suggests (and frequently demonstrates) a distinct and
purposeful fe-use of the sileo These churches are found throughout Britain (Fig. I),
but appear to occur in specific concentrations according to the type of underlying
Roman building: the few instances of fe-use of martyria seem lO be restricted lO

Kent, with a possible exception in the SW. of England; churches in military
installations occur in Roman military zones, from Anglesey to Essex to S. Wales,
but a noticeable pattern of re-use can be seen in the Saxon Shore Forts, Stanegate
and the Hadrian's Wall forts near Carlisle, and the signal stations on the
N. Yorkshire coast. The re-use of villas is widespread throughout Britain, with
concentrations in the Bristol area and Essex, although the latter is due in part to
Rodwell and Rodwell's detailed survey there.2

Little is known of the mechanics and exact processes underlying the
transformation of these Roman structures into their eventual role as Christian
churches, but the evidence appears to suggest a variety of reasons behind their
eventual re-use, which in turn perhaps reflects the wide range of possible (and
developing) responses of the Anglo-Saxons lO their inherited landscape. The term
landst:afu herein refers to a collection of visible features that define a physical area;
it also entails a more abstract concept of place, the knowledge of a given area as
defined by its relationship to a monument, or a group ofpeople.

PREVIOUS RESEARCH

Recent investigations of these churches in both Gaul and Britain have been
undertaken within the framework of research on either churches or villas, rather
than exploring these sites as a specific type in their own right. A notable exception
is Morris and Roxan's work of Ig80 which includes a 'Sample List' ofchurches on
Roman buildings, incorporating those sites for which the evidence ofan underlying
structure is deemed likely, irnot necessarily proven. Morris's Churches in the Landscape
reprises some of these cases but concemrates on the possible monastic development
in the SW.3 Further studies examine specific instances of this phenomenon in
England or Gaul. In France the occurrence of churches on Roman structures is
more common, and excavations ofchurches, especially those with Roman or early
medieval aspects, have been undertaken on a comparatively large scale since the
beginning of this century.4John Percival's recenl paper discusses the development
of early monasteries in Gaul and includes an appendix of '2'2 monasteries

1 W. Roowdl and K. Rodwell, HiJIori€C1utTda: Q JV4StiJltAur/(CBA Res. Rep. 19, 1977), fig. 30.
, R. Morris, Ourrdor.s Dr tk L-iKIJIIr'(London, 1989), lOO-~. C[ :\10rri5 and Roxan, op. cit. note [4.
• £t. L. R. P. de la CroiJe, 'w Dernicra Do:couvcrtc:sTrouvllille d'une Villa Gallo-Romaine d'un Nymphee',
L'A.",;tIn"'~ttIksArla,'<l(Igoo), 120-31.
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Distribution ofchurches on Roman builditl~ in Britain, with Roman roads.
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demonstrating a Roman structural origin.~ This examination holds particular
imponance for any discussion of a continuing Christian communil)' in Britain.
Additional research is in progress by the author to compile an exhaustive list of
churches on Roman buildings in Britain; the early stages of this research are
summarized in an unpublished MPhilthesis.6 Related research associated with the
apparent continuity between Roman villa estates and medieval parish boundaries
includes Carolyn Hcighway'5 discussion of the siting of churches in Anglo-Saxon
Glouceslcrshirc, Susan Pearce's work in Dorset and Glouceslcrshire, and Chris
Taylor's research in Dorset.?

ROMAN RUINS

In altempting to envisage the condition of Roman buildings in the Anglo
Saxon period we must remember that many masonry structures were over a
hundred years old by the late Roman period. John Higgit shows that enough
Roman architecture survived to inOuence the art and architecture of the Middle
Agcs,a and a handful of sites exist which demonstrate the maintenance of Roman
structures into the 5th century, but on the whole Roman masonry buildings by
A.D. 450 are best understood as a class of aged structures that had been subject to
over a ccntury of weathered neglect. Yet these ruined structures were re·used for
Christian purposes, in many cases centuries after the strUClUres' desertion.
Acknowledging this period of abandonment we must ask what possible aspects of
the Roman sile or structure could have attracted the attention of Anglo-Saxon
Christians in the period ofconversion.

Specific geographical factors may have contributed to the re·use ofsome sites:
the church at Wells, for instance, is surrounded by the three springs that apparently
give the town its name.9 The church ofSt Bride's outside the walls of Roman and
medieval London is also aligned with a Roman building: here, although there is no
direct tie between the Roman building and the earliest church (believed to be Late
Saxon),IO it remains possible that the Late Saxon church was built to monu
mentalize the well of 'Bride' or 'St Bride', believed to be in existence before the
Phase I church was built; this was remembered in the early 20th century to be the
focus of a formal procession, reOecting perhaps the tradition of a water-oriented
ceremony.1l Other alternative, more linear, explanations behind the 5t Bride's
Roman/Christian coincidence are possible - such as the possibility of an earlier
timber mortuary chapel on the site which may have been associated with a late

~ J- Percival, 'Villas and i\'[onasleries in Lale Roman Gaul',]. Etr. Hisl., 48 (1997), 1-'11.
~ Bell, op. cil. in nOlC ,
, C. HClghway, Al\flol-Sa.nm GitHtuJlmJli" (Giouceslcr, '957); S. Pcarcc, 'Eslales and Church Sites in Donel and

GloucateT$hire: lhe Emergtoclt of a Christian Socicly', in S. Pcarce (cd.), Tlte Em!J a.rc..;. Il~ BrikJifI aJ
l"'-'(British ArchaW. Rql., Brilish $c:r. 1(00)(Oxford, 195'1), 1'7-43; C. Taylor, 0"".' TMM~ 0/IIA &,liJlf
~(London,1970).
•J. C. Higgit, "Thit Roman Background 10 MroiC'o",j En.dand',]. BritisJ, An""'" ..u-., 3rd Kr., 36 (1973), I-t5.
• W. Rodw.:!l, 'from Mawolcum 10 Minstltr: lhe Early De..-clopmltnt ofWdls Calhedral', in S. Pcar« (cd.), 1M
£u!J t:hrrJI;. Il~UrIf Briuriot tIlfd l,dad(Brilish Archacol. Rql., British Sitr., 10'1) (Oxford, IgS'1) 49-59.

10 G. :\lilne,St BriM's ChuA, l.DtuIatt: lI~rtJ«n'CJI/9j!l-6o-' /99!l-j(London, 1997).
II Ibid., 110.
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Roman cemetery there - but these must remain speculative. The first Christians
at Bath were probably drawn as much or more to the hot spring than to the ruins
of the Roman town and temple: l2 wells and springs are commonly known to be
associated with churches and it is not unlikely that some instances of what appear
to be churches on Roman buildings are in fact tvvo distinct phases focusing upon a
third, common element, such as St Bride's well. 13 With this in mind, it is important
to realize the potential existence of peripheral factors which can contribute to the
apparent continuity of a site, many of which are unlikely to be uncovered in a small
scale excavation.

We should attempt to identify alternative explanations that go beyond the
conceptually static relationship of Roman structure to early-medieval church, and
address instead a range of possibilities in which the site of a ruined Roman
structure could have retained some presence in the Anglo-Saxon landscape. This
includes identifying, or at least suggesting, any possible non-material causes behind
a structure's re-use - certainly topographical factors were at work; an advama
geous or commanding position within the natural landscape can be an attractive
location for a church. Many such re+used Roman forts command similarly
prominent positions (Dover, Scarborough, Nether Denton, etc.), and the mauso
leum at Lullingstone is located on the rise of a hill, which may be one factor which
influenced the church's specific placement on that earlier monument.

There are ofcourse other elements which are less tangible and certainly more
difficult to quantify. Clearly, without human activity, sites cease to serve a
functional purpose and arc therefore unable to play economic or political roles in
the landscape after their abandonment. Could one, however, maintain an
ephemeral, passive presence in the landscape - that is a non-material continuity
in the community which could possibly exist for several generations, even after the
structure's physical demise? The evidence seems to suggest that these non-material
associations did exist and were demonstrated in a developing early-medieval
association of Christianity with Roman structures. Richard Morris, for example,
proposes that 'a sense of history' could have made some contribution to the
development of York as an ecclesiastical centre, the baptism of Edwin there being
perhaps an attempt to parallel the rule of Constantine, the first Christian king. 14

The Iimitcd nature of the evidence in this type of investigation allows only
speculative examination, but this important yet elusive aspect of the study deserves
exploration as far as we may sensibly go.

The underlying tenor of Old English geographic toponyms suggests that the
Anglo-Saxons' first introduction to and association with their landscape was largely
conditioned by physical observation. The remnants of a dilapidated Roman
structure with its artificial shape and right angles clearly made a distinct impression
upon the Anglo+Saxons, illustrated by place-names which include the word ceaslre,
an element of the language which dcscribes some form of masonry construction

12 B. Cunliffe and 1'. Da\'enport, The Tnnp/e iifSulis MiMn'IJ 01 Balh (Oxford, [985-88).
II For churches and lheir wells see i'dorris, op. cit. in note 3. 87-69.
,. R. Morris and). Roxan, 'Churches on Roman Buildings', [75-209 in W. Rodwell (ed.), Tnnpla, Churcha and

Rdigi<m: Rami Rmarrh in Roman Britain (Brilish ArchaeoL Rep., British Ser., 77) (Oxford, J980), 182.
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and is most often used in the context of Roman towns and forts (''''roxeter,
Doncaster, Winchester, Dorchester, ctc.), but it is also found within the names of
Woodchester (Gloues), Froasla (Gloues), and Castor 'orthams): all Roman villas
which, perhaps not coincidentally, are associated with later churches. IS Given this
association between Roman masonry and the -chesler place-name it appears that
stone buildings were viewed by late 6th· and 7th-century Anglo·Saxons as a
distinctive class of structures which played a central role in their conception and
definition of the landscape. From the 7th century we might further suggest that
Roman was largely considered synonymous wilh Christian. This association appears
to be olle ofdesign rather than coincidence: Gregory's vision of Christian England
is clearly influenced by the layout of Roman Britain, and shortly thereafter we see
instances of former Roman centres presented as royal gifts to Christian fathers. 16

From the Anglo4Saxon Chronicu:
61g: ... Aethdben gave Mellilw an Episcopal see in London, and to Justus a see in
Canterbury...
626: ... There [York} the king gave Paulinus an Episcopal see, and afterwards ordered a large
church to be built there ofstone...
66g: In this year Egben gave Reculver to Bass !.he priest 10 build a church there. l7

Moreover, there appears to have been a special association between masonry
construction and the Church. Bede tells of Benedict Biscop's sending for Gallic
masons to construct a church 'in the Roman way', and Gregory ofTours describes
the replacement of a ruined wooden church with a stone one as being 'worthy of
the POillifT'.18 Both suggest that stone construction had a particular association
with Christianity. The archaeological evidence seems to support this association: a
number of parish churches overlying Roman buildings in Kent have stan-derived
place4 names: Stone-by-Faversham, LuUingstone, Cuxton, Stone4 by·Dartford, and
Folkstone. 19 Other examples throughout the country include Stanford-on-Soar
(NOlts), Stanstead Abbots (Herts), Stanstcad Mountfitchet (Essex), King's Stanley
(Gloucs), Whitestaunton (Somerset) and Stanwix - ston~ walls - Roman fort in
Cumbria. Other more localized, sMn-based place-names may well have been lost:
one can be suggested at Drax (Yorks), where a chapel mentioned in a 959 charter
is referred to being on or near 'Stan Hill', identified with the site near the Roman
villa in the field now known as 'The Stannels'.20 Further suggestions of this
association are demonstrated by the whil- prefix, presumably referring to plastered

IS A. H. Smith, &t,/ish Pliut·Namt Ekmtlll$, Pari I (CambriJct, 1956); E. Ekwall, Th Q;Mis, Oxford DUlionmyqjJ:.'nglish
PIiu,-Xaftlu(O:<ford,I96o)
I~ Bedc, Hiswria £uu.riIUl~a Gm/is A"llMim, ed. C. P1ummcr (O:<ford, '896). Trans. L. Shirley-Pricc, A Hismry 4

t1It qlisJt Clurrrll au Ptop/t (Ncw York, '968), i. ~9;J. Blair, 'Anglo-Saxon M.inSlcn: a lopographieal review',
~~6-66 inJ. Blair and R. Sharpe (cds.), Pruwllf Com &}Ort t1It flrrU4{lciccster, 199~), 237, esp. notes 43-49.

11 A"llol-s.z.- ClrlMitlt, cd. and trans. G. N. Gannonsway (London, 1953l-
II Bc:dc, 'Lives ofthe Abbots ofWeannouth andJarrow', 185-aloinJ. Webb and S. Farmer(ed. and mms.),~

Ago- 4 &It (London, (965); E. James, 'An;:hUQIogy and me Mer"()\'ingian MOD2$lc.y, 35-55 in H. Cb.rkc: and
M. Brennan (eds.),~ -' tJ.M~ M<W4J/i.ri.Po! (Briltsh Archaeol. Rep., IOlemat. SeT. 1(3) {O:<ford,
'~'),38andllOle 17.
I S. Ri~d, 'Roman Folkswnc Reconsidered', Am\antl Cut, 87 (197a), 3'-42, p. 38.
M K. \\ ilsoo, 'A Sur....ey and Exca....uioo ..ithin the Arca ofScurfT\\'all Fann, Drax, nur Selby, Yorks', r/Wtsltiu

ATtMeol.j., 41 (1966), 670-86.
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or white·washed stone: Bede tells us that the see at Whithom (although not a
Roman site itself), was called Candida Casa, or 'White House', because the church
was built of stone.21 It is possible that other parishes with churches on Roman
buildings may have obtained their place-names from similar associations with
visible masonry remains: the aforementioned Whitestaunton combines both of
these elements, probably referring to the white stones of the church, as does
Whitchurch Canonicorum (Dorset), another apparent reference to the church
fabric. 22

This Christian association with Roman monuments appears to have existed
from the 7th century and probably continued into the loth when stone construction
became more commonplace in Anglo-Saxon secular society and slowly began to
obscure the distinctive aspect of Roman ruins. Within those four centuries, and
indeed for a time aftenvards, it is not unlikely that Anglo-Saxon missionaries were
drawn to the ruined remains of Roman structures partly as a result of these
retrospectively applied Christian associations. Gregory of Tours tells of how St
Senoch 'found ... old walls on the ruins ofwhich he constructed suitable buildings',
suggesting that the Christian re-use of ruined Roman structures has a Continental
precedent from at least the late 5th/early 6th century.23James further interprets a
passage describing the monastery ofJumieges (founded on a bend in the Seine t.
654-55) from the Lifc of 5t Philibert: 'In that place Divinc Providence buill
towered walls in the shape of a square [or rectangle] rising up in a great mass, and
enclosure for reception [or 'of wonderful capacity'] convenient for thosc who
came'; the term Divine Providentt suggesting, cominuesJames, that the walls wcre
already in existence before Philibert founded the monastery. He concludes that the
site described in the Vita was possibly a Roman fort, although excavation at
J umieges has yet to detect evidence ofsuch a structure. 24

These two recorded instances suggest that we are dealing with a re·use of
Roman ruins for their structural element, particularly the walls or enclosure in the
case ofJumieges. It is important to note that there are no references to the site ofa
church being chosen for the availability of building materials, which of course
would have been of little importance in a time when most churches were built of
wood.25 Morris argues against this common assumption, concluding that 'Roman
materials were far more commonly taken to the sitc ofa church than were the sites
of churches taken to the materials'.26 The little evidence we have would seem to
support this suggestion: the earliest church at Rivenhall and the pre-conquest
chapel on the Roman villa at Drax were both of timber construction. It is not
unlikely that we might expect to find many more first-phase limber churches on
villa sites which have yet to be excavated.

tI Ik<k, lIiJb1ri11 Eaksi4stiu iii, 4.
ft Ekwall, op. cit. in note 15. 440.
n Jarnt:$, 01'. cit. in r1()Ie 18.
H Ibid.
n C. Thomas, 'RttOgJluing Christian Origiru: an Archaeological DiIernnu', in L. A. S. Butler and R. MOl'T'U

(cds.), 1M A",t.-S<r.n. Owd (CBA Res. Rep. 60, 1986), 121-25.
K ~Iorris, 01'. cit. in note 3. t~.
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The specific intentions behind the fe-use of a particular Roman structure arc
difficult (0 prove, but the possible inAuence ofrhis association cannot be summarily
dismissed. When viewed wgether, the number of examples throughout Britain
pushes the observation past coincidence imo probability: it appears likely that there
was some sort ofearly association between Roman stone buildings and church sites
that developed in the SW. in the 7th century and spread throughout England in
hand with the Roman mission. Churches on Roman buildings located in areas
geographically independent orthe Anglo-Saxon kingdoms (particularly in the SW.
and Wales) may have developed Christian associations from the late Roman
period; a situation which is discussed in greater detail below.

THE VILLA AND CHURCH IN GAUL

Although the social and political conditions of late· and post·Roman Gaul
and Britain differed greatly, an investigation of the Continental situation can
elucidate the manner in which churches may have developed on Roman buildings
in Britain. Individual cases ofsuch churches, particularly those on villas, have been
more thoroughly examined in Gaul than in England, and have been so since the
beginning of the centuryY Within the general study of the villa·to·church
transition in Gaul it is acknowledged that some villas appear to have adopted a
Christian, often monastic, character during the late Roman period, which
continued, at times altered but uninterrupted, into the early-medieval period. 26

Archaeologically, a Christian community's adaptation of a villa complex into a
monastery can be difficult to distinguish from domestic Christianity; any differences
between the two hold a very ephemeral relationship to the villa complex itself: even
artefacts with Christian symbols, or inscriptions found within the villa do not in
themselves suggest the presence ofan organized monastic community.

The best evidence we have of this situation outside the archaeological record
is revealed in a letter of Sidonius Apollinaris, bishop of Clermont in 469, whose
writings provide particular insight into the political and social conditions of late
5th-century Gaul. Here he describes the appearance of Maximus, a formal
acquaintance, and his villa:
His dress, his step his modest air, his colour and his talk, all had a religious suggestion ... three
legged stools served as scats, his doorways had hangings of hair doth, his couch was devoid of
down, his table of purple ... I quietly asked those standing near which way of life from among
the three orders he had suddenly adopted - was he monk or clergyman or pen item? They said
he was filling the office of priest...29

The passage shows the manner in which a late 5th-century villa estate had
physically come to reflect the Christian disposition of its owner, instantly

., C. Bonnel, 'I.es Eglises Rurales de la Region de Geneve: Origins, De,·e1opmcnl Arch;teClUral el En'~ronmenl',
in 1\1, Fixol and E. Zadora-Rio (eds.), L'£llunomTlllll du £gfim tlla Topographit RtligituJt dts CompQ§Us Midiivalts
(I'aris, f994), 22-26; Percival, op. cil. in nOle 5.
~a Percival, op. cit in nOle 5.
29 Sidollius Apollinaris, letter iv, book 24 (vol. II) in w. B. Andcl1ion, The Ltllm rifSidrmius Apollularis (London,
1936). Thc exaCi dale of this leiter is uncerlain, but somelime after 469 is suggesled (Percival, op. cif. in nOle 5,
nOle f).
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recognized as such by Sidonius. Here we are probably seeing a reference to the
earliest stages ofa villa-to-church transfonnation, ofwhich only the later and final
stages appear within the archaeology.

Perhaps even more importantly, we should note that Sidonius' writing
introduces an alternative social condition which could fit the archaeological
evidence that commonly details the last years ofa Roman villa: Sidonius recognized
immediately the Christian role that Maximus had adopted, and had only to inquire
into the specifics of his position. A less informed viewer, such as an archaeologist,
would undoubtedly see Maximus' condition (and perhaps more importantly, that
of his villa and estate) as demonstrating a decline into poverty, perhaps associated
with a lower standard·of-living and the re·use ofonce-luxurious rooms for domestic
and agricultural purposes. Contrary to this assumption we are told earlier in the
passage that Maximus was a moneylender, clearly not one who had been forced
into this position for lack offunds. It is not unlikely that, in addition to the purple
linen from his table and the down from his couches, he removed - in his pursuit
of Christian temperance and chastity - the fine tableware, the African Red Slip
and other potential archaeological indications ofwealth and prosperity. This is not
to suggest that such was the eventual fate ofall- or even most - Roman villas,
but rather serves as a reminder that evidence reAecting this type of conscious
decision to convert to a spartan lifestyle in the name ofChristianilY could easily be
hiding within some final-phase villa contexts.

THE VILLA AND CHURCH IN BRITAIN

Could a transition matching the Gallic model have occurred in late Roman
Britain? Most evidence points towards the decline of organized Christianity in
Britain after about 480, except perhaps in the SW. and W. where it continued in a
sub·Roman form.so Elsewhere in Britain the decline of the villa, while varying in
date and by region, can largely be placed in the late 4th century. If these villas were
undergoing Christian transfonnation in the late Roman period it appears unlikely
that they survived it: there are no certain instances, apart from St Albans, of a
Roman church or Christian complex that begins its life in the Roman period and
remains in use in the early·medieval period.

If there were a continued Christian tradition in Britain, the villas, on the
whole, were not able to support it. We have no British sources to parallel Sidonius'
account of 5th·century Gaul, but at the time of Sidonius' writing the greater
majority of British villas appear to have been largely defunct, and indeed Imperial
Roman Britain had ceased to exist as both a political unit and as a way oflife. It
remains unlikely that this graduaJ transformation from villa estate to Christian
complex could have occurred in Britain unless it were to do so sometime in the first
halfof the 4th century. Ofcourse no rule is complete without important exceptions:

• C. Thomas, C1trislimtig ill R_ BriUJi. ,. AD 500 (London, 191h); roc me conlinued Roman and Christian
u"diltons in lhe 5W. and Woo sa: K. Dark, CiDiIIu It> 1li.cJ-: BritisA i*iJiClJ f4IIli>f,.;g 300-800 (Leicester, 1994).
and more recently K. Dark, 'Centuries or Roman Sun....."J in the West', BriJisJl Arc4Dtol, 3~ (March 1998), 8-9,
which summarizes and inlroduca rurther evidentt.
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the SW. of Britain may have maintained a religious and social climate fertile
enough for the growth of a Christian complex from a Roman villa, of which the
churches at Oystermouth, Llandough and Llancarfen arc possible examples. s, At
L1andough the church ofSt Dochdwy stands upon the site ofa Roman villa which
is also associated with a late- and post·Roman cemetery. Although earlier
excavation reports suggest that the villa was abandoned in the early 4th century
and the earliest suggestions of a Christian community arc from the 8th, the late
Roman burials and a mid 6th-century radiocarbon date suggest that this remains a
viable candidate for a post-Roman Christian community. 32

Lui/ingstone
The villa at Lullingstone is perhaps the only certain English example of a late

Roman villa-to-church transition based on the Continental model, but one which
did not survive into the early·medieval period. In the mid 4th century, the site at
Lullingstone consisted of a villa complex with a circular shrine and a clearly pagan
memorial mausoleum to the NW. Sometime in the third quarter of the 4th century
several upper rooms in the main villa building were converted to a Christian
chapel, access benveen the chapel and the interior was blocked, and a new external
entrance was probably constructed. Soon thereafter the mausoleum was allowed
to decay to such an extent that one of the coffins was exhumed for its lead, and in
turn the rest of the structure was robbed or dismantled - all of this occurring
while the villa remained in USC. 33 This pagan structure in the back garden
apparently proved something of an embarrassment: its neglect and the abandon
ment of its associated burial rites at a time when the villa was still occupied presents
a striking picture of the late 4th-century owner's attitude toward the villa's pagan
past.

The suite of Christian rooms was probably in use into the late 4th century but
was abandoned along with the entire villa sometime in the early 5th; here at
Lullingstone, on the evidence of the physical restructuring of the villa, we must be
seeing the beginnings of a developing monastic complex along the lines of the
Continental examples similar to Maximus' transformation of his own villa.

The Romano-Christian adaptation of Lullingstone villa was a composed,
deliberate process that ultimately failed to outlive the political climate of 5th.
century Britain. Yet, remarkably, this did not mark the end of Lullingstone's
Christian history: sometime in the medieval period, after several centuries of
abandonment, a Christian church was constructed upon and even aligned with the
remains of the mausoleum's cella foundation. The excavator concludes that 'little,
if anything, is likely to have remained above ground when the [medieval] Christian
church came to be built'.34 The composition of its fabric and its first mention in the

" Morris, op. cit. in note 3,100.
'2 A. Selkirk, 'Uandough', Cu"tnl ArthlUOlog, 146 (January, [996), 73-77; H. S. Owen:John, 'Uandough: The

Rescue Excavation of a lI.Iulti·Period Site Near CardiffSouth Gamorgan', in D. M. Robinson (cd.), Biglis, Caldual
and l1tJndaugh (BritiSh Archaool. Rep. Brilish Ser. 188, 1g88), [23-77.
" C.r-·kales, The Luflingilone Roman Villa (Maidstone, 1979).
" Meates, op. cit. in nO[e 33, [24.
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Chrism Rent Roll of the diocese of Rochester in 1115 suggest a Saxon origin. 35

The church was abandoned by 1412, and was in ruins by 1750.
What association, if any, was there between the Roman and medieval

Christian churches at Lullingstone? The strict alignment of the medieval church
upon the Roman ceLla seems to rule out simple coincidence, yet if the excavator is
correct in his observation there would have been few physical remains to call
attention to the mausoleum: clearly there must have been something remaining for
the cella to be identified and the church aligned upon it, although not necessarily
very much. At the time the church was built it is possible that Lullingstone was
believed to have been a Roman site through a continued local tradition supported,
perhaps, by the existence of upstanding villa ruins and the remains of the
mausoleum. It also remains possible that Lullingstone was known in medieval
period to have been a site of Christian significance. Outside of these explanations
it is difficult to account for the intentional and distinct re·use of the mausoleum
foundation. The possible Christian associations of Roman ruins suggest that the
first explanation should remain a plausibility. The second suggestion entails the
continuation ofa Christian cult or community from the late Roman to the medieval
period. This is uncommon in Britain, but not entirely unknown.

Included in the Ohsecratio Augustini of the Responsiones is a reply from Gregory
addressing Augustine's concern that the relics of a local cult of Sixtus may be of
dubious origin: no miracles were performed at the shrine, and the ciders did not
know the circumstances of the saint's martyrdom. To remedy the situation Gregory
sends Augustine relics ofa proper saint, the martyr Pope Sixtus II, to replace those
of the local cult. 36 This missive has particular relevance to our discussion because
it describes what appears to be a native, pre-Augustinian, Christian cult, albeit one
that has been somewhat separated from its roots. If this kind of community could
exist through sub·Roman Kent, then perhaps we should entertain the possibility of
additional preserved Christian traditions there - these may not entail 'Christian
continuity' in the strictest sense, but rather the preservation of small, localized
Christian associations. With this in mind, there is a possibility that Lullingstone
could have been one of these places. A Christian association could explain the
presence of a medieval church which, attempting to monumentalize an earlier
Christian location, ironically re·used the foundations of a decidedly un-Christian
structure.

MAUSOLEA AND MARTYRIA

Perhaps the best instance of Christian continuity in sub-Roman Britain is the
cult of St Alban, whose martyrium was in existence outside of Verulamium by the
first half of the 5th century and was visited by St Germanus in 429.37 The Late

" H. M. Taylor and). Taylor, Anglo-Saxon Architutu,e(Cambridge, 1965),402.
16 N. Brooks, 1k Early Huwry ojtJu Church ofCanUrbury (Leicester, 1984), \10; M. Deanesly and P. Grosjean, 'The

Canterbury Edilion of the Answen of Pope Gregory I to Augustine',]' £al. Hul., 10 (1959), 29-32.
" S. Frere, VtrU!om;um ex<owlions(London, 1983),24; Bede, Huwrio Et:duu#li<o i, 18.
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Roman basilica erected over the grave of the saint continued in use through the
early Anglo-Saxon period:38 Bede tells us that a church was built here 'when the
peace of Christian times was restored' and 'where frequent miracles take place to
this day', implying an active Christian tradition in the 730S.39 Undoubtedly the
grave and shrine ofSt Alban served to attach the Christian faith tenaciously to that
one particular place in the landscape immediately outside Verulamium, outlasting
the cuhural and political vicissitudes of the late Roman and early Anglo-Saxon
periods.

St Albans is worth citing as Britain's primary example ofa surviving Romano
Christian tradition, but it also introduces into the discussion the re-use offunerary
structures for Christian worship, a process particularly common on the Continent
in the late Roman and medieval periods. Britain by contrast offers few examples of
the Christian re-use of Roman manyria: the churches at Wells (Somerset), Stone
by-Faversham (Kent) and Lullingstone are built on this kind of funerary structure,
and the church of St Martin at Canterbury is considered to be another example
(Fig. 2):100 However a similar structure at Stjohn's Abbey, Colchestcr, often cited
as further example, is described by its excavator as being 'very unlikely' to fit this
category.41

An often overlookcd fact regarding these martyria is that, unlike Alban, there
is no evidence to suggest that the originaJ occupants were Christians, and the
pagan nature of the LullingslOne inhumations is clearly inconsistent with any such
assumption. As with all churches on Roman structures, one should be cautious of
employing thc most convenient explanation, based on the straightforward re-use
of a structure for reasons compatible with its original purpose. We may instead
suggest that the decisions behind the construction of these churches at LuUingstone,
Wells, Stone and Canterbury were in part inAuenced by the associations of
Christianity with Roman structures that existed in the early-medieval period,
associations which may have furthennore been applied retrospectively to the
original inhumations within such structures, despite the occupants' original
religion. This seems to make scnse in light of the evidence at Wells, in which the
Roman martyrium appears to have had an intermediate Saxon burial chapel built
upon it bcfore the subsequent construction ofSt Mary's church, suggesting that the
first re-use ofthc structure was for a place of Christian burial and veneration. 42 In
Gaul there are a greater number of Roman martyria that eventually became
churches, such as Grand Saconnex (Geneve) at which a Roman funerary edifice
was later enlarged to accompany Christian burials from the 6th and 7th centuries,

M/1.1. Biddloe and B. Kj"lb~-Biddle, 'The Quest "rAlban Continued: EXC3\'3lions South of the Abbey, 1995', 1M
Abl.id,4S(t996j,lo-n
" Iktk, HisJorio &ckOOlicQ, i, 7.
00 T. Tatton-BI"O"'"l1, 'SI Martin'l Church in the 6th and 71h Centuries', ,2-18 in ~·1. Sparks (cd.). "l""MRJrisA ~Sl

MatliJIlIIUI 51 PtnJ, c..1n~ (Dmerbury, (980); E. Retcher and G. MUla, 'TIle Ruinr:d. Church or Stone-by
f3\"CrUwn, Second Report ,AJttif·].,49 ('977). ~73~.
.. N. Crummy, C. Crossan and P. Crummy, EullDlllitaJ '.!&mmr aNi Uun CnwtniD, C\ardou -'MOfUUlft SikJ iJI
~,1971-88(Colcl'IC:Iler Arch~al Repon, 9. CoIcheRer, 1993). 21S·
•• Rod,,"CU, op. cit. in OO(e 9.
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Churches on Roman mausolea. A) Wells, Somerset (after Rodwell '982: fig. 5.3); B) Lullingstone (after ~Ie:iles
1979: fig. 3 r); C) 5tone-by-F'aversham, Kent (after !'letcher and Meates 1977: fig, t); D) 5t Martins,

Canterbury (after Tatton-Brown [980: fig.S), where the earliest phase is possibly 6th-century.

a situation which we may ascribe partly to the comparative ease with which
Christian practices were adopted in Gaul.43

Without further excavation, the mechanics and underlying perceptions
behind the change from a secular Roman ruin to a medieval Christian centre will
remain largely unknown in Britain. However the process is often explained by

., Bonnet, op. cit. in note 27.
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attributing a proprietary origin (0 the church, suggesting that 'the decisive link ...
is likely to have been that which existed between viDa and hall, rather than villa
and church';4'l this model would entail an initial secular presence on the villa site: a
continuation or a revitalization of some sort of administrative or economic
institution, which in turn could facilitate or initiate the development of an
associated church. It should be acknowledged that Morris accepts this model as
simplistic, and offers it as a slarting point in the investigation ofspecific cases rather
than a general rule, but nonetheless it is a conjecture often proposed in the face of
a body of evidence that demonstrates very few instances of secular occupation.
Such a proprietary model conceptually divorces an ecclesiastical centre from any
independent economic or administrative function of its own. This was clearly not
the case.4S There arc also chronological questions that need to be addressed
regarding these dates and the geographical contexts of early church foundation:
because the body of evidence from the early 7th century clearly shows the re-birth
of former Roman sites as ecclesiastical centres, one must wonder how a model that
suggests first a secular development on these sites can best fit into this picture.
Archaeological investigations have been few in number and small in size, but in
the instances where we do see evidence of a hall, such as Cheddar, it appears to be
a late infringement upon a pre-established religious area centred upon an
apparently already well-established church. 46 As we have so little knowledge of the
specific history of these sites, it would be erroneous to assume the general
foundation dates as being associated primarily with the development ofa manorial
household and its estate, as this level of territorial organization appears to occur
onwards from the 9th century only. We may instead entertain the idea that Roman
structures, even in a ruinous state, were re-used for reasons associated with aspects
of their appearance and Roman masonry, many of which will have left little trace
within the archaeological record.

CHURCHES IN ROMAN FORTS

The Siles of abandoned forlS seem to have played a very large part in the
developing civiJ and ecclesiastical English landscape. Churches are known to be
associated with over '25 Roman forts in England, perhaps the earliest acknowledged
class of Roman structures to have been consistently re-used for Christian
purposes.47 While the precise reasons for the siting of many of these churches on
forts still remain in question, Rigold has shown that nearly every fort along the
Saxon shore is likely to have been occupied by a church sometime after the Roman
period: in East Anglia, Bradwell became the home of Cedd's church sometime in

•• ~Iorris and Roxan, op. eil. in note 14, 191; Hcighway, Gp. cit. in nOle 7; w. Rodwell, 'Churches in lhe
Lan&cape: t\.spec;ts ofTopogrnphy and Planning', 3~ in M. L. Faull (cd.), Lau Anglo-Sum! &/Ikmmt (Oxford,

'Il'.f• ). Blair, '1\IinSler Churches in lhe Landscape', in D. Hooke (cd.), A..,ro-.s.w. StI1lnrrmb (Oxford, 1968), 3~-~8;
Rbur ..ddrcssa the n:-usc of Rom..n «:nl~ for «claiasliCll! ralher Ih..n se<:ub.r purp<:>5C$, the lalter of ....hlCh i$
onll' secn from r. 9OOon"...ros (op. Cil. in nole 16, noles 55, 6" 77).
.. J. Rb.ir, 'Palaccs or Mi~ers? NonhamplOn and Cheddar r«OrlSidcrcd', A#Sou. &,Uu.d, \I~ (1995),
9~-121.

• (kll, op. eil. in noIe I.
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the 650S and another was built sometime after c. 669; Burgh had a church from
sometime in the late 7th or early 8th centuries, and Walton Castle (Felixstowe) in
Suffolk may have been the see of East Anglia in the mid 630s.48 Further south in
Kent, Richborough and Dover probably also held 7th-century churches, and
Reculver also received a new lease on life as a royal foundation in 669. Rigold
suggests that this type of reoccupation had little to do with defence, and that the
'popularity' of these sites was based largely on their symbolic rather than practical
appeal; it is not unlikely that the Christian missionaries may have simply perceived
their re-use and re~occupation as Roman re-habitation: symbolic to them,
significant to the Anglo-Saxons, and otherwise in accordance with the ideas of
Gregory.

Like other Roman masonry remains, these substantial masonry complexes
may have been associated more with the Roman Church than the Roman Empire
from the 7th century. Rigold reminds us that Bede understood any walled site to
be a civitas, and we may note that there would have been little perceptible difference
between various classes of Roman site in the 7th century: it is unlikely, for instance,
that the fort at Caerleon would have been functionally or visually distinguishable
from the nearby town of Caerwent: each is a rectangular enclosure of distinct
Roman masonry, and although Caerleon is a fan, the area it encloses (20.5 ha) is
slightly larger than the town ofCaerwent (18 ha).49 Their role in the post-Roman
world appears to have been defined by the existence of the masonry walls, probably
in a similar manner to those on the Saxon shore; Caerleon and Caerwent both
acquired churches, and that of St Cadoc in Caerleon sits upon, although is not
aligned with, the Roman principia.

It appears that in the case of walled sites, the focus of re-use was the area
defined by the walls rather than any particular structure within them (Fig. 3). The
convenience ofstanding Roman masonry appears to be an important aspect of re
use in this case, and this is what may have happened atJumieges. Roman walls
would provide a ready boundary that could delineate the area of a bishop's
corporeal authority. The walls, even ifin a ruined condition, would have provided
some degree of defence from natural threats if not against a concentrated attack.
This element of security may also have made Roman forts attractive outposts for
missionary activity.

It is worth noting that the Saxon Shore forts were either chosen or suggested
by direct emissaries of the Roman mission: Augustine, Mellitus, Paulinus and
Justus; what we see in Britain is the beginnings of an Insular ecclesiastical
association based in the Continental Christian tradition. The Christian re-use of
Roman forts was not isolated to the Saxon Shore: viewing the re-use of Roman

<S Rigold discusses each or these forts in turn and lheir probable roles as Christian centres: S. Rigold, 'Litus
Romanum: the Saxon Shol"(: forts as Missionary Stations', 70-7:' in D. E.Johnston (cd.), TIu Saxon Shore(C.B.A.
Res. Rep., 18, London, 1977). Oillhe role of'Nahon Castle as Felix's see ofEas! Anglia see Rigold's 'The Supposed
See of Dunwich',j. British Arduuol. Assoc. 3rd Ser., 24 (I 961), 55-59 and 'Furlher Evidence About Dummoch',j.
Bri/ish ArchlU()l. Am.:. 3rd Ser., 37 ([974), 27-37·
'9 ChilaJ: Rigold, op. cit. in note 48, 70; Caerleon: C. G. Boon, Ism; The Roman Ltgwnary Fortress at Can-lam, Mon.

{Cardiff, Ig87}; Caerwent: N. Edwards and A. Lane (eds.), Earl] MtaUl'al Stlllrmrou in WOks .... D400-/100 {Cardiff,
[988),35-38.
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military installations in its entirety, we can also note a similar use of the Roman
signal stations at Scarborough, Whitby and perhaps Filey, on the N. Yorkshire
coast.50 More dramatic and enigmatic is the unusually high proportion ofStanegate
and Hadrian's Wall forts near Carlisle which have associated churches:~l

We know comparatively little about the first Christian presence on these
Cumbrian sites: most of the churches on the Carlisle sites are Victorian in date, but
in most cases it is quite clear that these replaced earlier structures. The existing
rural church within the Slanegate fort at Nether Denton dates from 1865, but the
current strUClure replaced an earlier example on the same alignment. ... :z Without
documentary evidence or excavation it is impossible to know the date of or
initiative behind these churches, hut a reference in the Lanercost Cartulary takes
the earliest Christian occupation ofNether Denton back at least to the I '2th century
if not earlier....' Another church nearby in the fort at Old Brampton is also known
to have been in existence at this period.~

The particulars of the earliest churches on these sites are almost wholly
unknown but pending further detailed examination of these forts, we may suggest
that that these and other examples ofchurches in Roman forts throughout England
might have served missionary functions similar to the Saxon Shore forts described
by Rigold.

CONCLUSIONS

In light of the evidence it would be unwise to begin general examinations of
these churches on Roman buildings with a proprietary model foremost in mind. Il
is better to understand first the intrinsic aspects of Roman buildings, most
importantly their Christian associations, and lhen to examine the more specific
possibilities which might have existed in each case. These ephemeral associations
are difficult to grasp within the archaeological record, and any model incorporating
them may therefore first seem less attractive than one which can ascribe specific
architectural reactions to political, social and economic stimuli. Nonetheless they
remain essential to our understanding of these sites and the manner in which they
were understood by the Anglo-Saxon communities in whose landscapes they were
situated. It is unlikely that churches on Roman buildings in Britain were the result
of one specific process. They more probably reflect the range of developing
responses to the Roman landscape from the 7th century.

It is certainly possible thai some of these churches on Roman buildings,
particularly those in Kenl, could be lhe products of a re-established or revitalized
native Christian community. If this were to happen in England, we might expect it
to do so in Kent: The preservation and re-vitalization of Christian traditions is

"" T. Bell, 'A Roman Sign.al Slation at \\'bilby', ArrMmL]., 155 (ronhooming).
)' ~l. Biddle, 'Towns·, 99-150 in D. \Vibon (ed.).1MA~~AIllf#.Stua- &,&mi(Cambridgc, '976), note
'00.
n 6~Cumbcriand 12 SE: )un:qocd 1862.
u ~I. Todd, 1M UNTctiI c...txIary(Cumbna and Westmorland t\ntiq. and Archacot. Soc. Record Scr., r I, 1997)....
), Ibid., 51.
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certainly more plausible here than elsewhere in England, and is in part related to
Kent's 6th-century Gallic ties, primarily those demonstrated by Bertha's apparent
associations with the Romano-Christian church and ultimately by Augustine's
arrival in 597. The evidence presented in this paper shows a strong trend towards
the SE., and Kent in particular: three orthe fOUf known churches on mausolea are
in Kent, halfof the -stan place-names ofchurches on Roman buildings arc in Kent,
and the continuation of the cult of St Sixtus is located there; all appear to suggest
that Christianity in Kent may have been more tenacious than elsewhere in early
Anglo-Saxon England.

Yct despite the abortive instance of Christian continuity at Lullingstone we
can maintain that the Christian adaptation of a villa complex was unlikely to have
produced a Christian presence lasting through the late Roman and into the early
medieval period, unlike the Gallic model. This is indeed quite possible in the SW.,
where a series ofchurches on villas could represent the continuation, in some form,
ofa Christian community....... It is difficult to claim that the final phase of aClivity on
these sites is masked by the same spartan, possibly monastic, dedication to which
Sidonius was witness, but the idea deserves consideration.

Without modern, large-scale excavation it remains difficult to identify the
exact causes behind the re·use of a specific Roman structure in the medieval
period, but we should acknowledge that ic remains likely that more than one
influence lies behind the churches we see on Roman buildings and in Roman
enclosures coday. The greatest progress towards the solution will be made with
excavation, but at this stage we must first aim to embrace a wider variety of
possibilities before relying on the attractive yet inaccurately simple models of
proprietary church development and the material re-use ofavailable masonry.

~ ~'Iorris, op. cit. in nOte 3, 100-2; !'earce, op. cit;n note 7; S. Pearce, TM Ilmgdom oJDumnonia (Padstow, 1978).




